Matthew Kelly Live

Since late 1993, more than one million
people have attended Matthew Kellys
talks, seminars, and retreats in forty-six
countries around the world. With his keen
sense of humor and heart-warming charm,
Kelly seems to effortlessly elevate and
energize people to pursue the highest
values of the human spirit.
Matthew
Kelly Live is a collection of two talks
recorded in Cincinnati, Ohio the first in
October of 1998 entitled, Leadership,
Success, Christianity, and the Future, and
the second in September of 1999 entitled,
What Are You Doing?
From amidst an
age inordinately preoccupied with doing
and having, Kellys message rings out with
a truth that is unmistakably attractive and
challenging What you become is infinitely
more important than what you do, or what
you have. Words cannot describe the
enormity of this young mans gift. His
ability to articulate matters of the soul is
nothing short of a phenomenon. Time is
Matthew Kellys best friend. His message
is both timely and timeless. His example
is inspiring and necessary. His passion for
life is assuring and challenging. Now just
2 years old, it is certain that he will
continue to be, with increasing influence,
one of the most sought-after and endearing
Christian voices of our time.
Hearing
Matthew Kelly speak changed my life, is a
compliment often paid to this young man.
We hope these tapes offer you a
life-changing perspective.
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